The describes a number of self-presentation techniques, developed exactly by the avantgarde art. As can be seen from the above, it can be stated that Siberian children's and youth journalism acquired the avant-garde trends of the first third of the XX century, however, they haven't been gradually and fully realized.
Introduction
The avant-garde art of the 1920-s -1930-s was closely related to the development of children's books and children's magazines as culture phenomena being a fruitful field for putting one of the key ideas of the avant-garde into life -the idea of destroying the old world to the root and building a new one. A child as an addressee of the art, ISPS Convention 2017 aspired to the global social impact, didn't demand the "readjustment" and "reeducation", he was a perfect object for forming the new type of human "from the scratch" Consequently, it can be said that the interest in children, in aspiration to influence the children, has been put in the avant-garde culture right from the beginning.
Moreover, owing to the external, social, economic, ideological and other reasons, many artists and writers, who had no opportunity to realize themselves in "adult" art, payed their attention to the art designed for younger generation. Children's literature became, according to E.S. Steiner, "the last outpost, where paths and lanes, elements and rudiments of the classic avant-gardist and constructivist ethics were saved in a lowered and patchy form up to the beginning of 30-s" [11] .
A great many children's books were issued that years, moreover, the approach to design of that books and to the contents of writings for children changed sig- From its very beginning it stated that children's and youth publications have to raise the new generation in the spirit of the "communist ethics", "communist morality", that literature is a weapon which shouldn't fall into hands of the class enemy, the bourgeoisie [4, 7] . Partly from that, partly from the common orientation of the avantgarde art of 20-s on the world and human transformation, a new outstanding feature of the avant-garde children's publications formed -ideological shading touching upon almost all publications of the period under consideration and bieng one of the basic requirements applicable to the children's and youth literature. Another trend of that years, according to D. For, was the periodical press moving forward, the new mass media "for the first time ever became an integral part of everyday life" (For 2016), and exactly the periodicals became the platform which substantially represented the avant-garde art special features of 1920-s -1930-s. It seems that one of the reasons of the magazines and newspapers popularity was the avant-gardist interest in seriality, interpretation of the same forms, aesthetic transformation of the subject [13] , and yet more connection of periodicals, in comparison with books, with the "fact", with the "current instant", with the "reality". Every magazine or newspaper edition became an original "art object", giving every time a new meaning to the same idea put in the title generally.
In 1920-s a great number of the magazines reflecting the mentioned tendencies start coming in print, some of them are: Murzilka, Pioner (Pioneer), Baraban (Drum), Vorobey (Sparrow) (later renamed Novy Robinzon (New Robinzon), Yozh (Hedgehog) and Chizh (Yellowbird). The story of their foundation and development, its imaginative aspects have more than once been analyzed and described in the research literature [3, 4, 7] . It should be marked that not every children's printed production of that years can be referred to as avant-garde. Researchers often discuss the pluralism in children's and youth press, revealed in 20-s and gradually liquidated by the mid-late 30-s [2] .
Methods
The methodological basis of this work is defined by comparative and historical, structural and semiotic as well as by hermeneutical approaches. It includes the study of Siberian periodicals in historic and cultural contexts. Periodicals issued in Siberia in 1920-s -1930-s, despite its specific features, became a part of the life transforming avant-garde project. They were aimed at organizing, altering the life and the art of the people, dealing with the construction of the new culture in Siberia [9] .
The idea of this article is the assumption that Siberian magazines, designed for the children's and youth audience, used the methods typical of the avant-garde art in the Soviet Union in the years 1920-1930. This article will be focused on how the avantgarde art features were reflected in children's and youth press of Omsk, Irkutsk and Novosibirsk in the post-revolutionary years.
Results
Children's and youth newspapers and magazines publishing activities have been (Irkutsk, 1922 (Irkutsk, -1930 . They were expressed in the orientation on the "literature of fact", i. e. in the aspiration to reproduce the "fact", the "reality", the "present moment", the "life as it is denying the "literariness" and work of fiction.
Consequently, the avant-garde features were discernible in the Siberian children's and young audience periodicals but the realization of these features was not constant and consistent, and these trends have been expelled in a short time, being unrealized to a full extent.
Discussion
The first young audience magazine in Siberia was the Omsk magazine Yunost (Youth).
It's first number was issued in January 1918 (besides, it was issued behind schedule "through the fault of the printing-office", as it was explained in the magazine itself.
The first magazine issue was planned to be issued in December 1917). In the opening article "Omsk, December 1917 "the editors claimed that "the magazine purpose was educating the society by the means of ideas exchange and individuality exposure in the magazine". Several avant-garde features can be seen in this magazine at once.
Firstly, it is the orientation on the "society education", in other words on readjustment or rearrangement of the world around, the people, their consciousness. Secondly, the magazine has been issued by the Omsk joint pupil association. In practice, the driving force and the authors of the Yunost (Youth) were the students, the same people it was addressed to. As it can be seen from above, this fact proves the appearance of the Moreover, it may be said about the technique of "accenting", which will have become typical of the avant-garde press by the mid 20-s. In this connection, in 1932, children's books will have been criticized for the excessive underlining of the meaningless words, so that "the page of a book turned to be a type book, a railway guide timetable" [6] .
In the early 20-s Siberian workers' faculties students start releasing their own magazines. For example, the Omsk workers' faculty magazine referred to as Rabfakovets In 1924, the Rabochiy Sudent (Working Student) magazine was issued in Tomsk.
It is known as well that in the early 20-s, the Irkutsk Rabfakovets (Irkutsk Workers' School Student) magazine existed in Irkutsk. First, it has been hectograph printed, which means it's number of copies couldn't exceed 50-100 copies. However, step by step, the number of copies have raised. In 1923, the publication was included in the all- All the Siberian magazines listed above existed for a short time, most of them stopped its publications after one of two numbers. All of them have been designed for the young audience, i.e. they couldn't be fully classified as "childish".
Characteristic of the First Children's Magazine in Siberia (Molodaya Zhizn (Young Life), Year 1920)
The first Siberian magazine designed for school-age children, was the Irkutsk fortnightly magazine Molodaya Zhizn (Young Life). In March 1920, it started to be issued by the Irkutsk Children and Youth Cooperative, but only the first issue as of March 5 1920 has been found during this research.
The notice titled as My Impressions (the author is Furman) described the story of establishing the Irkutsk Children Cooperative: after the children community split, six kids formed a cooperative in the end of 1919. "They made 3 bottles of ink out of one chemical pencil, 6 block-notes and about 10 notebooks bought on their mutual money" and started to trade. By the time of the magazine publication, as it was indicated in the note, the cooperative already had 616 members, the total price of the goods purchased amounted to 25-30 thousand, some thousand were available for the children's club creation, three departments were opened, there was a little library and a bindery, children's magazine publications started. It should be noted that the second page included the Irkutsk Children and Youth Cooperative Report of 1920 -the purpose of the magazine was not only to entertain the reader, but also to inform about the cooperative achievements.
It may be said that the printed source here was literally merged with live production activity and social life. Thus, a little bit later, the worker-peasant correspondent movement was spread. The movement not only informed about the production processes, but also organized that processes. G. P. Zhirkov writes "about the democracy aspects of the forming lifestyle and the journalism itself" (Zhirkov 2016 ). Children's periodicals organized the democratic collective life of the young generation. Moreover, children's press copied the adult production initiatives. A child of the avant-garde is a little adult, little workhorse, who is interested in production the subjects and who can participate in the manufacturing process just as well as an adult.
The article "To Our Readers. About Our Magazine" mentions the "revolution", which However, unlike all the youth magazines mentioned, the editors of the Molodaya Zhizn (Young Life) magazine addressed to the children and set the goals different from raising the future of uniting the working class "intellectuals". The editors write:
"Children need a good life too. Therefore, it is necessary that children themselves think about organizing a good life. <…>In his magazine, we will tell our young comrades and readers about everything we do and we think. We invite our comrades and all our friends to support us in our new endeavor. No one wants to be left alone in such a deal. We hope that the children's and youth community will bring all their doubts and plans in our magazine. All the issues we interested in, will be covered on the pages of our magazine. Let our young friends bravely and unabashedly bear their writings to our editors: poems, articles, notes, stories -all the usable ones will be printed. We would like to have a direct connection with our readers. Let our readers send us their comments, suggestions and questions to be clarified. All the questions will be answered and the tips will be given in a special section titled "Mailbox". The magazine has no illustrations and only two sections allocated: Children's Compositions and Science Division, which were separated from other texts only by their titles, there were no separate pages or special graphic design for these sections. There was the section titled Notifications in the end of the magazine. It had the editors request to send the literary material "legibly handwritten with the use of the new spelling and author credentials listed". Here, the editors inform that "the next magazine numbers are planned to be issued using illustrations and strict separation in-between the children's and the youth sections".
The Notifications section listed above also included the announcements for the cooperative members, for example: "In connection with the authorities order on merging all the city cooperatives in one caused by the revocation of the Siberian money, the new members registration as well as the trade will be aborted on February 18. Now, the magazine is merged to the Truzhenik-kooperator (Worker-Cooperator), which gives the right of self-administration to the cooperative. After the final particulars clarification, a mutual general meeting will be set". Apparently, in connection with these changes, the cooperative was unable to publish the planned children's magazine numbers, and
Molodaya Zhizn (Young Life), as well as the children's and youth cooperative, ceased to exist.
Approaches to the Graphic Design and Illustrations in the Yuny Propogandist ( Junior Promoter) Magazine (1922-1923)
In 1922, the monthly Yuny Propogandist ( Junior Promoter) starts to be published in As it can be seen from the goals proclaimed by the editors, this magazine wasn't designated for schoolchildren too. Its audience would rather include the students and the working youth. However, it stood out for its design among the other youth magazines. The first number (1922) had small graphic illustrations, headlines of some articles and sections were followed by thematic sketches. The numbers 5, 6 and 7 had graphically designed headers for all sections, many materials were followed by illustrations,
The 6th number had a cover with black and white illustration (the covers of the other numbers are non-extant). As it was noted by E. Steiner: "exactly the children's illustration forced by its pragmatic features has fully absorbed the ambivalent essence of the Russian avant-garde: its enthusiastic aspiration to the depersonalized technicism and its reduction to the simplest archaic structures" [11] .
The Yuny Propogandist ( Junior Promoter) illustrations can also be classified as antipsychologic: human bodies had a lack of individual traits, faces, being at least present, In conclusion, it can be said that the magazine has changed,and the changes were aimed at making it more attractive for the reader. The Yuny Propogandist ( Junior Promoter) gradually acquired the features not only of the ideological magazine, but of the magazine designated for teenagers. But after the first number of 1923, the magazine has apparently been closed. The information about its further issues or the reasons for its closure remain unknown. The magazine was published in Novosibirsk, and it could not be influenced by the Nastoyashchee (The Now) magazine, published by the group of the same name in the same place and in the same years, from 1928 to 1930. Siberian avant-gardists proclaimed the primacy of the "fact", equated with the "life", the "present" in the magazine, and the "literariness" was furiously denied (for more details see: [5] ). The Tovarishch (Comrade) constantly encouraged its readers to send their stories, essays and notes, along with this, the editors wrote: "we need the life of yours, of your school, of your Pioneer Organization, of your village and your town. However, the pages of the magazine included the children's correspondence messages about how they put on stage the Rasskazy detkora (The Stories of The Children's Corenspondence) play by V.
Avant-garde Features in Siberian Children
Novosibirsky, in which the redemption of a rowdy after the note about his misconduct was published in a children's newspaper by the children's correspondence is described in first person, along with the adventure stories by Maximilian Kravkov, the writer, who was called "Siberian Jack London", and the so-called "pioneer" fiction by the other authors (P. Strizhkov, M. Gold, K. Gajlit, G. Vyatkin, etc).
The structure and the peculiarities of the first six magazine numbers organization have already been analyzed in detail [1] . In this article, the most significant features of this whole edition should be noted. The Sibirsky Detsky Zhurnal (Siberian Children's Magazine) was the first printed media for children, that used colored illustrations (although, only on the cover, the inside pages were black and white). Moreover, photos were of adjustments: changing approaches to the publication structure and design, to its content and format. However, it can be said that at the beginning of their existence, these publications were focused on the avant-garde trends.
Conclusion
The article analyzed children's and youth magazines issued within the period of the 
